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Overview  

CVS Chain and Gear Lube is designed to be stable in conditions with fluctuating wear and temperature demands. 

CVS Chain and Gear Lubricant has excellent water wash capability. It can withstand extreme water wash with 
minimal oil coating required. 

CVS Chain and Gear has extremely stable viscosity making it an excellent choice for lubricating in outdoor settings 
year-round. As well as in hot humid environments.  At 100 degrees Celsius most lubricants with a similar ISO 
viscosity thin out to around 8 – 15cst. CVS Chain and Gear still maintains a viscosity of 30cst at 100C. 

CVS Chain and Gear has a low affinity to collect debris. 

Specifications 
Viscosity @ +100C                                   30 cst 
Viscosity @ +40C                                   115 cst 
Viscosity @ -20C                                    750 cst 
Viscosity @ - 42C                                 2300 cst  
Pour Point                                                 < -60C      
Viscosity Index                                              297 
Corrosion                                                      Pass 
Color                                                 Clear Amber 
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Uses: 

Locations CVS Chain and Gear is used has shown to be extremely effective with reduced consumption and 
reduced wear in several real world examples. 

Equipment exposed to high amounts of debris or water. 
-Chains exposed to extreme conditions outdoors and indoors (temperature fluctuations -40C to +45C, rain snow, 
dust etc)  
-Chains in an outdoor environment needing lubrication twice per week were now good for 4 weeks 
-Chains on pile drivers (Makes for less mess on surrounding equipment and operators by needing significantly less 
oil needed) 
-Railroad Switches (Easy switching for frozen or seized rail switches) 
-Processor Cut-off chainsaws and bars (2x Life on Chain, 4X on bars with half the oil consumption) 
-DLI Chains in Sawmills (double the life with 60% of the lubricant required) 
-High grade finished wood products, because less volume is needed, oil staining on high grade finished products is 
minimized dramatically. 

 
Environment 

CVS Chain and Gear generally requires quite a bit less to accomplish the same job. Which means before 
biodegradation even starts there’s 50% to 75% less that needs to break down. 

 

Availability: 

20L Pails, 205L Drums, 1000L, 1200L, 1600L totes. Bulk 


